What should we call the ‘crista’?
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Review of published work concerning congenital cardiac anomalies reveals that at least four different structures have been described as the crista supraventricularis, in addition to the structure which in the normally formed right ventricle separates pulmonary and tricuspid valves. Possibility of further confusion arises since at least two different structures have been described under the name ‘septal band’. We suggest that this potentially confusing situation will be best resolved by reserving the term ‘crista’ for description of the muscle mass between inflow and outflow portions of the right ventricle when there are no additional outflow tract anomalies. We then suggest that at least three separate structures warrant description in hearts with outflow tract anomalies. The first separates the semilunar valves, the second separates a semilunar valve from an atrioventricular valve, and the third is an extensive septal trabeculation of the right ventricle. Our suggested terms for these structures are the infundibular septum, ventriculo-infundibular fold, and trabecula septomarginalis, respectively. However, we believe that such terms would be better decided and agreed upon within an internationally formulated ‘Nomina Cardiologica’, a terminology as yet lacking in congenital heart disease.

Many of the controversies in paediatric cardiology relate not so much to differing observations as to differing interpretations of the embryological derivation of structures, and hence to usage of different names to describe these structures. ‘Crista supraventricularis’ is among the most abused of such names. Introduced by Wolff (1781) to describe the structure which separates pulmonary and tricuspid valves in the normal right ventricle, the term ‘crista’ has been applied to at least four different muscular structures related to the outflow tracts of congenitally malformed hearts (Fig. 1). The confusion produced by such usage is compounded by the fact that other terms have been used to describe these structures by other investigators, and in several instances the same name has been applied to different structures by different workers. Our present purpose is to make a plea for uniformity, and thus attempt to avoid such differences in usage by future workers who study congenitally malformed hearts. We accept that achievement of such uniformity will be difficult if not impossible. None the less, we suggest that the first step in achieving such uniformity will be the reservation of the term ‘crista’ for description of the supraventricular muscle mass of the normal right ventricle, as indeed it was initially intended. We have previously argued at length why we believe this to be necessary (Becker et al., 1975; Shinebourne et al., 1975), and similar arguments have been advanced by Goor and Lillehei (1975). If ‘crista’ is discarded in other contexts, we believe the next essential step will be to define any structures worthy of description in anatomical terms alone, without reference to embryological interpretation.

In our opinion, in all hearts with malformations of the outflow tracts, at least three muscular structures always warrant definition and description. The first is a muscle bundle which, in anatomical terms, separates the two semilunar valves, whatever the ventricular origin of these valves. The second is, again in anatomical terms, a muscular structure which separates a semilunar from an atrioventricular valve, whether these valves are in the morphologically right or left ventricles or in a primitive (single) ventricle. The third and final structure is a prominent septal trabeculation which is one of the anatomical features of the morphologically right ventricle. It can rightly be argued that when defined in such terms it matters little what the structures
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are called, since if each investigator carefully defines his terms, all will be able to comprehend his nomenclature. However, we contend that it is self-evident that uniformity of nomenclature of anatomical structures in normal and anomalous postnatal hearts will considerably facilitate both mutual understanding and communication.

If such a uniform nomenclature is to satisfy our second suggested criterion and eschew embryological considerations, we submit it must not use the term ‘conus’ (Van Mierop, 1974). For this reason, some of us are forced to change our nomenclature, which has hitherto employed the term ‘conus’ extensively (Becker et al., 1975; Shibe-bourne et al., 1975). It can be argued that nomenclature should be changed only if the previous nomenclature is either inaccurate or unsatisfactory. We submit that this is indeed the case with ‘conus’. The term is used to describe different parts of the embryonic heart by different investigators (Goor and Lillehei, 1975). As used by Goor and Lillehei (1975), the ‘conus’ seems to be interchangeable with the time-honoured ‘infundibulum’, as is indeed indicated by these authors. However, Goor (1972) had earlier reacted strongly against a suggestion by Lev (1972) that ‘infundibulum’ be substituted for ‘conus’. In contrast to this usage, Van Praagh and Van Praagh (1965) specifically argued that the ‘conus’ was not to be considered as a cylinder of musculature (p. 420). Further difficulties arise from usage of ‘conus’ which derive from embryological interpretations. Goor and Lillehei (1975) argued that the embryonic conus septum became infiltrated by musculature in the normal heart, and formed the entirety of the normal crista supraventricularis. This is in contrast to our own observations (Anderson et al., 1974a, b; Van Mierop, 1974). Furthermore, they argued that in truncus specimens, a ridge of tissue adjacent to the atrioventricular valve was a remnant of the conus septum, while agreeing with the concept of Van Praagh and Van Praagh (1965) that truncus hearts with tricuspid semilunar valves resulted from lack of growth of the subpulmonary conus. This seems an inconsistent argument and underlines the necessity for our second requirement, that of avoiding embryological interpretations when naming structures in anomalous hearts. From these considerations it follows that the term ‘conus’ must be discarded in descriptions of postnatal, or fully developed hearts. We further suggest that Lev’s (1972) advice be followed, and the term ‘infundibulum’ be substi-
tuted for 'conus', as in the recent study of English (1976). This use of 'infundibulum' makes it easy to name the first two of the three structures described above. Thus, the structure which interposes between two semilunar valves can be described as the *infundibular septum* (Fig. 2). In malformed hearts this septum usually has a body, a septal insertion, and a parietal insertion. Any muscular structure which in an anomalous heart separates the semilunar from the atrioventricular valves can be termed the *ventriculo-infundibular fold* (Fig. 2). This term is applicable whether the fold exists in a right, a left, or a primitive ventricle. If this fold is attenuated, then fibrous continuity will exist between semilunar and atrioventricular valves. Though the structure frequently appears as a bar of muscle, transection in a specimen will show that it is a reduplication of the inner curve of the heart wall (Becker et al., 1975). For this reason, 'fold' is a better term than 'flange'.

Naming of the third structure defined above is not made any easier by usage of 'infundibulum'. This is an extensive septal trabeculation seen only in the morphologically right ventricle; it both reinforces the anteroinferior border of many septal defects and supports the tricuspid valve via the medial and anterior papillary muscles which arise directly from the trabecula. The term 'septal band' is widely applied to this structure and has good pedigree (Keith, 1909). However, confusion can arise in clinical usage between the 'septal band' as thus defined and the septal insertion of the infundibular septum, which was termed the 'septal band' by Kjellberg et al. (1959) in hearts with Fallot’s tetralogy. It is for this reason that we prefer the term *trabecula septomarginalis* for the former (Van Mierop et al., 1963; Becker et al., 1975; Shinebourne et al., 1975). We accept that this term as used by anatomists describes only the moderator band (International Anatomical Nomenclature Committee, 1966). None the less, Tandler (1913) described how, in occasional normal specimens, the trabecular structure could be identified running up towards the crista, and in such normal hearts used ‘trabecula septomarginalis’ to describe the entire complex. We believe that this occurrence is the rule rather than the exception, and therefore use the term 'trabecula septomarginalis', believing it to be more explicit and less confusing than 'septal band'.

Thus, in conclusion, we submit that the term ‘crista supraventricularis’ should be used only in the description of hearts with normal right ventricular outflow tracts, without anomalies which de-range the alignment of the outflow musculature. Ideally, any substituted nomenclature for description of the supraventricular structures existing in malformed hearts should be agreed in an International document similar to the *Nomina Anatomica*.

---

**Fig. 2** Diagrammatic representation of suggested terms of muscular structures herein defined. Definitions of structures 1 and 2 are applicable whichever ventricle supports the valve or valves. The structures are illustrated in a diagrammatic right ventricle, however, since structure 3 is one of the distinguishing morphological features of the right ventricle.
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Until such a 'Nomina Cardiologica' is formulated, we suggest that any structure requiring description is first defined and then named using anatomical terms, avoiding all interpretations of supposed embryology. We have proposed our own terms using such criteria and present them in the hope that they will stimulate discussion and lead to the formulation of a 'Nomina Cardiologica'.
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